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About The Book 
“Why Should I Study” is about understanding the importance of 

study in our life. It‟s an interesting book, which tells us what is the 

true meaning of study, why it‟s important to study regularly, what 

we will gain by studying and may lose by not studying. It explains 

relation between success, happiness and satisfaction and it tries to 

show us the ways for selecting the study which is most suitable for 

us. The book will surely enable you to learn the methods of 

effective and successful study for successful and satisfying life. It 

will make your personal and professional life more contented. 
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Introduction 
I was taking my evening walk in the neighborhood and suddenly I 

heard a mother shouting and scolding a boy, probably her son, who 

was barely about 10 years old. „I told you to study and I am finding 

you drawing cartoon pictures on the book? What will you do? Ha! 

Stop this and just study the books”, she was yelling at him. “Every 

day I have to be like a watchman guarding over him all evening to 

make him study.” she told me when I stopped and was watching 

her. I asked the boy what is the problem. He told very innocently,” 

Everybody tell me to study but I don‟t understand why should I 

Study when I don‟t like it at all?”  

 I remembered my childhood, When I was a school going 

child, I used to be very confused and angry as everybody use to tell 

me and remind me that I should study and get good grades. But 

everyone used to forget to tell me why should I study and what 

will I achieve if I study. I also hated math and history and can‟t 

justify why should I study and score well in all the subjects I am 

studying. Though I was a very bright student I lost my interest in 

studies and was at the verge of quitting studies as an 

undergraduate. I was finding it very hard to study the subjects 

which don‟t interest me to just write and pass the exams. It‟s when 

I joined my job I understood what the need of studies is and I 

subsequently finished my postgraduate and doctorate in pharmacy. 

Due to renovated interest in study I was also able to finish my 

masters in Psychology. 

 I thought the problem is same even after 25 years. There is 

very less progress in educating small children to know the answer 

of question why should I study? And I decided to give my version 

of the reasons for the same question. This is why I started writing 

the book Why Should I Study? 

 If we observe most of the great persons in different fields 

were born in ordinary conditions and likely had very normal 

ordinary parents. What made them great in their fields? What is the 
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specialty of these great people which make them very special, 

great, legends?  

 You ask any teenager or any young person in any part of 

world you will notice that everybody wants to become rich and 

famous. Everybody wants to be rich and great but very few 

become in reality. There is simple example from a life of very 

famous musician which I have read somewhere. One day at the age 

of 60 he was performing before a royal meeting. After his 

wonderful performance the king said,” Wow! What divine music! 

Where you have learned this?  I can give my life for this kind of 

music.” The musician calmly said,” I have already given my life to 

learn the music!” This story tells us that everybody wants to be 

rich famous and great but only those who not only dream but also 

work tirelessly towards the achievement and realization of the 

dream become great, rich and famous. 

 Thus those who become somebody in their life or at least 

improved their life and status remarkably were those who were 

constantly trying to fulfill some or other requirement in achieving 

what they were dreaming. This constant and persistent desire made 

them master of many other things so that they were capable of 

sustaining whatever pressure they got on their way to reach to the 

desired destination. This struggle, drive, zeal to get the things of 

interest is nothing but study.  
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